Kenna Security Platform
Team Up On Risk
For many organizations, managing cyber risk
can be summed up in one word: challenging.
The average enterprise has more than 60
thousand assets and 24 million vulnerabilities,
with dozens of new ones discovered each day.
Manually analyzing, correlating and prioritizing
each vulnerability isn’t humanly possible;
there’s just too much data coming in too fast
to gain the upper hand.
Security and vulnerability managers are left with all the
responsibility for cyber risk, but they lack the proper platform
to effectively manage that risk. IT Operations teams are
forced to scramble to remediate vulnerabilities without a clear
understanding of their most urgent priorities. At the same time,
executive management requires continuous IT risk reporting,
tracking and management, further straining security professionals’
already scarce time, resources and expertise.
Kenna Security helps security organizations overcome these
challenges by arming them with the platform and technology
to effectively combat risk. The Kenna Security Platform is a
scalable, cloud-based solution that gives organizations of any size
a centralized platform for collaboration and remediation against
cyber risk. Powered by Cyber Risk Context Technology™,
the platform leverages data science to accurately track, measure
and predict real-world exploit activity across the enterprise’s
global attack surface. With Kenna, security and IT Operations
teams can finally align to proactively manage the vulnerabilities
that matter most.

Key Benefits
Predict Future Exploits
Empower security and vulnerability teams to predict which
vulnerabilities will be weaponized as soon as they’re discovered

Prioritize High-risk Vulnerabilities
Efficiently identify, prioritize and remediate the most
significant vulnerabilities

Align IT and Security Efforts with
Business Objectives
Deliver a holistic and quantifiable view of the organization’s
risk posture, ensuring organizational alignment and
enabling executive management to make data-driven
investment decisions

“I recommend Kenna to any CISO who’s interested in moving beyond checking
the compliance box for vulnerability management, to moving the needle on risk
management. Kenna has enabled us to mature our vulnerability management
process from a checkbox mentality to a risk management focus.”
- Jasper Ossentjuk, CISO, TransUnion

Website: https://www.cyberbusinesssupport.com/
Email: info@cyberbusinessuspport.com

Unite IT Against Cyber Risk
The Kenna Security Platform is the only solution designed to look
outside your organization to analyze and understand the volume
and velocity of attacker activity.

technology that accurately forecasts the future weaponization and
risk of emergent threats the instant they’re disclosed, allowing any
organization to move to a truly proactive risk management model.

By leveraging more than 15 sources of exploit intelligence, an
ever-growing knowledge base of more than 2 billion managed
vulnerabilities, global attack telemetry and remediation
intelligence, Kenna provides the most informed and accurate
risk prioritization available. We also offer predictive modeling

Kenna’s platform seamlessly integrates with your existing
workflows, processes and tools, making for an easy and rapid
implementation. An intuitive user experience enables all
operational groups to efficiently and easily navigate the platform.

“Kenna’s important if you want to
mature your technology usage
and spend your time managing
vulnerabilities, not managing
spreadsheets.”
- Jasper Ossentjuk, CISO, TransUnion

Rapidly Identify and Remediate the Most
Urgent Threats
The Kenna Security Platform delivers actionable measurements
to guide remediation efforts and resource allocation, serving as a
compass for all risk operations.
At the center of this is a system of risk scoring that notifies the
right people in the organization of the most urgent vulnerabilities
to focus on in order to affect the greatest possible reduction in
cyber risk. Teams are then guided through the steps required to
best address those vulnerabilities, while showing the quantifiable
impact each action would have on these risk scores.
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Align Your Organization Around Cyber Risk
Kenna provides everyone, from Security Team members to IT
Operations and executives the metrics needed to accurately
monitor and continuously reduce cyber risk.
Continuous and accurate risk-centric reporting aligns and informs
the organization, and requires minimal effort from Security Teams.
As a result, executive management can obtain a clear picture of
the organization’s risk posture, giving them confidence in the
security team’s efforts and enabling them to make data-driven
investment decisions.

